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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This plan details that the National Emergency Plan –Fuel, published by the
Department of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) in 2008, may be
activated by the Government in an actual or threatened emergency significantly
effecting the production, supply distribution or use of fuel. This plan reflects the
national plan.

1.1

Purpose of Policy

The Trust recognises responsibility in reflecting and upholding the central
government aim within the National Emergency Plan – Fuel outlined the following
three principles:




Protect human life and as far a possible property – Alleviate suffering
Support the continuity of everyday activity and restoration of disrupted
services at the earliest possible opportunity.
Uphold the rule of law and democratic process.

To have a pre agreed robust Trust Fuel Crisis Plan that underpins the Trust’s Major
Incident Plan whilst maintaining the integrity of the National Emergency Plan for
Fuel.

1.2

Scope of Policy

This Fuel Crisis Plan aims to:




1.3

Identify the differences relating to minimal, moderate and severe fuel
disruption.
Provide for a clear and concise communication strategy for Trust staff.
Detail the administration of the Temporary Logo Scheme should Emergency
Powers be enforced by the Secretary of State leading to enactment of the
Maximum Purchase Scheme and Emergency Services Scheme.

Sussex Context

A disruption could be caused by a number of factors, including scarcity of supply, a
technical problem with part of the fuel supply infrastructure, industrial action or public
protest. In the event of such a disruption to supply, it is also possible that stocks
could be further depleted through increased consumer demand (panic buying).
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Sussex covers a huge geographical area. People and products travel many miles on
a daily basis. Many essential services including the daily care of vulnerable people,
are reliant on adequate fuel supplies.

2.0

DEFINITIONS

Term

Definition

Commercial Scheme

To give priority to the commercial sector in order to support
the operation of larger vehicles in key supply chains and
support the continued operation of public transport vehicles.
Designated Filling
Process to control the supply of road fuels to a defined
Station Scheme
number of UK filling stations that will receive priority supplies
for priority users only.
Emergency Service
Schemes to prioritise the supply of fuel to specified priority
Scheme / Utilities Fuel user logoed vehicles. Temporary Logo Scheme may be
Scheme
deployed as part of Business Continuity Plans. The
Department of Health have explicitly stated that it is the
responsibility of the employee to get themselves to work and
emergency fuel powers/temporary logos are not available for
that purpose
Maximum Purchase
Process to restrict retail customers to a maximum purchase
Scheme
of 15 litres of fuel per visit to pump.
Minimal Fuel
No immediate threat – need for heightened preparedness
Disruption
Moderate Fuel
Imminent threat to supply
Disruption
Severe Fuel
Actual threat to supply
Disruption
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3.0

DUTIES

3.1

Monitoring/Alerting

Where there is a moderate or severe threat to fuel supply, the Cabinet Office will
cascade the alert to the Sussex Resilience Forum (SRF). The alert may take the
form of an email for distribution to SRF Chairs.
Authenticity of any release of information may be validated via The NHS England
Lead for Emergency Planning Resilience and Response (EPRR)
When and if Emergency Powers have been granted the Trust will be notified directly
by the NHS England Lead for EPRR.
It is the responsibility of the CEO/COO/ Director on Call and the EPRR Lead to
determine operational response in line with the Major Incident Plan.
3.2

CDS Directors and General Managers

3.2.1 At Minimal Fuel Disruption
In preparation for the Use of Emergency Powers leading to the start of the
Emergency Service Scheme. CDS Directors and General Managers will prepare a
two part list of Critical Users which they will validate and sign off. The List will be
based on Business Continuity assumptions for service delivery for those core staff
delivering critical services as defined by the Major Incident Plan, and taking into
account the level of service that would reasonably be expected to be delivered
during an emergency period:



List 1: staff that need fuel to deliver a critical service
List 2: staff that are static at base but will be maintained to deliver a critical
service and will not be able to maintain access to a Trust site following the
introduction of the Maximum Purchase Scheme and have no access to public
transport or a site within walking distance of home or are not able to work
from home.

3.3 Estates and Facilities
Use List 1 compiled by the CDS Directors and General Managers to administer the
Temporary Logo Scheme should Emergency Powers be used by the Secretary of
State to start the Emergency Service Scheme.
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4.0

TRUST COMMUNICATIONS

It is the responsibility of the EPRR Lead to provide factual verified information to the
Trust. Information will be disseminated, following approval of content by the
CEO/COO or Director on Call and the communications team, to all Trust staff via
email. A template primary message can be found in Appendix A.
Where staff do not have access to email Managers will be expected to print off the
message to allow access to information for all staff groups.

5.0

MAJOR INCIDENT

In the event of a severe fuel disruption alert, a major incident may be declared at the
discretion of the CEO, their nominated deputy or the Director on Call. In line with the
Major Incident Plan, the Gold Commander should establish a Gold Command team
and receive reports from Silver Command (in each CDS) on the following:
 Current Status briefing
 Reducing non-core functions
 Exception reporting Core Function Staffing levels
 Cross Directorate support requests
 Stock and Consumables issues
 Identification of temporary accommodation for staff.
 Logistics Issues
 Temporary Logo issues at Filling Stations
 Recovery – switching on of non-core functions
 SITREP data set.

6.0

TEMPORARAY LOGO (PERMIT) SCHEME

Temporary Logos (TLs) must only to be issued to those staff who have to use a
vehicle to undertake their essential/critical role
Use of TLs is an exceptional arrangement during a national fuel shortage which may
require amended reporting arrangements for staff to optimise the use of the TLs
provided.
Temporary Logos are only to be used to enable essential health, social-care, critical
lifesaving and responder services provided by or on behalf of Sussex Partnership
NHS Foundation Trust to continue during a national fuel shortage.
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6.1

Principles of the Scheme

In the main, TLs will be issued to managers for use by teams sharing it/them for the
period of the fuel shortage. The arrangements described below will minimise
administration and meet the directive from the Government on how TLs must be
used.
It is recognised that in some exceptional circumstances TLs may need to be issued
to individuals for operational reasons. These instances must be carefully managed
and kept to a minimum.
All fuel Trust staff use during the shortage period can be subject to an audit at any
time.
When the national fuel shortage plan is activated staff will be advised via email and
in the intranet and by any other suitable medium available. TLs will be circulated at
this point, not before.
6.2

Issue and Use of Temporary Logos

In the main, TLs will be issued to managers for use by teams sharing it/them for the
period of the fuel shortage. The simple arrangements described below will minimise
administration and meet the directive from the Government on how TLs must be
used.
It is recognised that in some exceptional circumstances TLs may need to be issued
to individuals for operational reasons. These instances must be carefully managed
and kept to a minimum.

1.

It is for Service Managers to ensure that use of each TL is properly
monitored and auditable. A suggested process is outlined below

2.

The TL will be issued when the Government invokes powers set out in the
National Emergency Plan – Fuel (NEP-F)

3.

TL users will obtain fuel from Designated Fuel Stations (DFS) operating
Emergency Services Scheme (ESS) and /or the Utilities Fuel Scheme
(UFS). A list of DFSs is available on Sussex Partnership web pages.
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4.

6.3

An ID badge must be presented with the TL at the DFS on every occasion.
The DFS operator will ask staff for a signature for the fuel purchased and
will make their own record of the sale.
Administration
















At Minimal Fuel Disruption and in preparation for the Use of Emergency
Powers leading to the start of the Emergency Service Scheme, CDS
Directors and General Managers will prepare a two part list of Critical
Users which they will validate and sign off. The List will be based on
Business Continuity assumptions for service delivery for those core staff
delivering critical services as defined by the Major Incident Plan, and
taking into account the level of service that would reasonably be expected
to be delivered during an emergency period: List 1 should list all staff that
need fuel to deliver a critical service.
Service Team managers will be provided directly with a number of unique,
serially numbered logos for use amongst those staff identified in list 1 i.e.
those identified as essential/critical staff.
Each TL will have a unique serial number and should be printed off in
colour and double sided with the user notes on the reverse. All logos must
be stored securely, preferably in a plastic wallet to protect them, to prevent
theft or abuse.
Each issue of a TL should be recorded by the service manager or person
chosen by them to administer the process using the attached Fuel Issues
Log attached below.
Once the TL is returned a record of the amount and type of fuel purchased
(from the receipt) must be made.
At the end of the fuel shortage ALL TLs must be returned to the Estates
team along with all copies of the Fuel Issues Log used during the
shortage.
In the main staff members will not be issued with their own individual
temporary logo.
Service managers will be expected to put into action a process for sharing
the TLs with their staff and for recording accurately who has a TL and the
information listed below. TLs should be returned immediately after use so
they can be issued to other staff in the team to use.
Logos can be used for pool cars in the same manner as above, as most
TLs will not be issued to individuals.

It is a criminal offence to misuse the TL. The TL must not be used to purchase fuel
for non-essential/non critical activities. See the notes on the rear of the TL for more
information.
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6.4

Purchasing Fuel
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

The staff member requests the use of a TL to obtain fuel to undertake
their role from the local scheme administrator
A record is made of the TL number issued, the name of the staff
member and the date and time of issue. See Appendix B for a Fuel
Log.
The staff member goes to the nearest DFS. When paying for the fuel
the TL and a Trust ID badge must be presented. A signature will be
requested by the DFS operator.
The TL is returned to the service manager as soon as possible. The
amount and type of fuel purchased is recorded by the service manager.
The TL is now available for another member of staff to use.

Fuel for NON essential/critical activities should be purchased from ‘non Designated
Fuel Stations’.
Sussex Partnership does not require or request you to store fuel at home for use on
Trust business. Storing fuel may invalidate your home insurance should there be an
accident.

7.0

ALTERNATIVE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

During a period of moderate or severe fuel disruption there is the expectation of
reducing travel and reliance on a vehicle, where possible.
 Staff should walk, cycle or use public transport, if available, as a first choice
of getting to a place of work, or
 Agree with their manager to work from a site closer to their home, or
 Agree with their manager to work from home if practical, or
 Arranges a car share, or
 Arrange to use one of the 5 ZOE electric cars if available, these can be
booked through the estates team.
Gold Command may also agree the use of mini-buses to ensure staff are able to
continue to deliver critical cervices.
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APPENDIX A – TEMPLATE PRIMARY COMMUNICATIONS
MESSAGE
SUBJECT: Business Continuity – Fuel – Date
[Insert reason for fuel disruption as identified by SRF cascade or NHS England]
Please note we will all be able to purchase fuel but the amount at each visit to the
pump may become subject to restriction.
Should the Government initiate an Emergency Services Scheme for fuel at
Designated Filling Stations then those staff identified would be presented with a
unique, numbered temporary logo (Permit) that they would need to show with their
ID badge to access the dedicated pumps.
Please can I ask all staff not to panic buy fuel in the run up to the strike as this could
make a minimal disruption worse– fill up as normal.
Go Green – Opportunity to try out public transport or walking/cycling/car sharing.
I will ensure that you are updated as information is received into the Trust, any
question please to your line manager in the first instance.
Name
Title
END OF DOCUMENT
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APPENDIX B – FUEL LOG
Date

Time

Logo
serial
number

Name to whom Temporary
Logo issued

Amount and
type of fuel
purchased

Signature
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